Active Shooter
Protection of Minors on Campus
Plan Ahead

- Sign up for emergency alerts, such as LiveSafe, Bronco Alert, etc. Take a training course, such as the ALICE Active Shooter Awareness course:
  - Alert: How will you become aware of the incident? Gunshots, someone telling you, receiving alerts from campus, etc. Are you registered for alerts from LiveSafe, Bronco Alert, etc.
  - Lockdown: Enhanced Lockdown (locking, blocking doors, developing a plan)
  - Inform: How you can inform others, i.e. call the police, notify others in area, etc.
  - Counter: If confronted by the attacker, counter the attacker by distracting, swarming, etc. Use countering techniques (described on the next slide) if you have no other options
  - Evacuate: If the attacker enters your area and you can, evacuate!
Countering techniques include:

• distracting the shooter by throwing items at them
• yelling, and
• swarming.

  • Swarming is rushing the shooter, as a group, in an attempt to knock the shooter to the ground, hold the shooter down while removing the weapon from the shooter, and placing the weapon out of reach of the shooter, such as under a trash can.

• Countering is not fighting. Countering is taking control from the shooter. There is a risk of injury when swarming a shooter, therefore, the decision to swarm a shooter is a personal decision.
RUN

• The second you think you hear gunshots, run. Look for the nearest exit and run away from the gun sounds.

• Help others and get out. When you’re clear of the building and in a safe place, call 911 and provide as much detail as possible.
• If you can’t run, hide.
• Block the door. Slowing down the shooter could save your life.
• Don’t bunch together.
• Turn off the lights & silence your cellphones.
FIGHT

• When you have no options left, fight.
• Make a plan and work together.
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Additional Training

The Fayetteville State University Police Department can assist with providing training. For more information contact the FSU Police Department at (910) 672-1775.